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Tim-3/Galectin-9 Regulate the Homeostasis of Hepatic NKT Cells in a Murine Model of Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease

Zhao-Hui Tang,*† Shuwen Liang, † James Potter, † Xuan Jiang, ‡ Hai-Quan Mao, ‡ and Zhiping Li‡

T cell Ig and mucin domain (Tim)-3 is well known to interact with its natural ligand, Galectin-9 (Gal-9), to regulate T cell function. However, little is known about the function of Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling in the pathogenesis of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) mediated by hepatic NKT cells that also express Tim-3. In the current study, we define the role and the mechanism of Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling in hepatic NKT cell regulation in a mouse model of diet-induced NAFLD. Adult male wild-type or CD1d knockout C57BL/6 mice were fed a high-fat diet to induce steatosis. Some of the mice also received one or a combination of Gal-9, anti–IL-15R/IL-15 mAb, rIL-15, α-galactosylceramide, and multimellar liposomes containing Cl2MDP. The expression of Tim-3 and various markers reflecting cell proliferation, activation, cytokine production, and apoptosis was analyzed. Liver histology, steatosis grade, and hepatic triglyceride content were also evaluated. In the liver, Tim-3+ NKT cells are in an activated state, and Gal-9 directly induces Tim-3+ NKT cell apoptosis and contributes to the depletion of NKT cells in diet-induced steatosis. However, Gal-9 also interacts with Tim-3–expressing Kupffer cells to induce secretion of IL-15, thus promoting NKT cell proliferation. Exogenous administration of Gal-9 significantly ameliorates diet-induced steatosis by modulating hepatic NKT cell function. In summary, the Tim-3/Gal-9-signaling pathway plays a crucial role in the homeostasis of hepatic NKT cells through activation-induced apoptosis and secondary proliferation and, thus, contributes to the pathogenesis of NAFLD. *The Journal of Immunology, 2013, 190: 1788–1796.

As a member of the T cell Ig and mucin domain (Tim) family, Tim-3 is specifically expressed on terminally differentiated CD4+ Th1 cells but not Th2 cells (1, 2). Numerous studies demonstrated the expression of Tim-3 on cells of the adaptive immune system, as well as on cells of the innate immune system, including dendritic cells (DCs) (3), macrophages (3), and mast cells (4). The natural ligand for Tim-3 is Galectin-9 (Gal-9), a β-galactoside–binding lectin (5). Cumulative findings indicate that Tim-3/Gal-9 interaction plays crucial roles in immune regulation. Gal-9 binds to Tim-3 to induce Th1 cell apoptosis to dampen Th1 immunity and induce peripheral tolerance (5). Tim-3/Gal-9 mediate proinflammatory cytokine secretion in dendritic cells and macrophages and promote inflammation (3). Recently, studies showed that, in chronic hepatitis C virus infection, the expression of Tim-3 is increased on both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and that these cells fail to produce cytokines or to proliferate in response to Ag. Treatment with Tim-3 mAb strongly enhanced T cell proliferation and IFN-γ production (6). Also, blockade of Tim-3 enhances the proliferation and the cytotoxicity of hepatitis C virus–specific CTLs (7). Therefore, Tim-3+ T cells are labeled as “exhausted” T cells. However, among T lymphocytes there is a subset of cells with distinct immunological phenotypes that is characterized by the expression of an invariant TCR (Vα14-Jα18 in mouse and Vα24-Jα18 in human) in addition to NK cell markers. These cells are referred to as NKT cells (8, 9). Numerous studies showed that NKT cells exhibit features of both innate and adaptive immune cells and act as a bridging system between innate and adaptive immunity (8, 9). Despite evidence of Tim-3 expression on NKT cells (10), the function of Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling in NKT cells has not been fully investigated.

NKT cells are particularly enriched within the liver and regulate immune response through rapid secretion of large amounts of both Th1 and Th2 cytokines following stimulation (11). We previously reported that NKT cells play an important role in the pathogenesis of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), the most common chronic liver disorder in the world (12). The depletion of hepatic NKT cells by local and environmental factors leads to chronic inflammatory conditions that contribute to insulin resistance and steatosis (12). Upregulation of hepatic NKT cells improves high-fat (HF) diet–induced steatosis and insulin resistance (13). However, little is known about the function of Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling in the pathogenesis of NAFLD mediated by hepatic NKT cells.
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In the current study, we examine the role of Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling in hepatic NKT cell regulation. We further evaluate the function of Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling in the pathogenesis of NAFLD. Understanding the function of the Tim-3/Gal-9 pathway in the homeostasis of hepatic NKT cells that regulate the local immune microenvironment in liver may result in a valid therapeutic target for NAFLD.

Materials and Methods

Animal experiments

Adult male wild-type C57BL/6 mice, 6–8 wk old, were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). CD1d knockout (CD1dko) mice originated in Dr. Albert Bendelac’s laboratory (University of Chicago, Chicago, IL) and were back-crossed to the C57BL/6 background for >10 generations. Mice were fed commercial diets containing either a high amount of fat (50% of the total kilocalories; F3282; BioServ, Frenchtown, NJ) or a normal amount of fat (11% of the total kilocalories) for 12–24 wk. Some of the mice also received one or a combination of the following: sGal-9 (stable form of recombinant Gal-9, a gift of Dr. Toshiki Niki, GalPharma, Kagawa, Japan; 0.6–1.2 μg/g body weight, i.p.); anti-mouse IL-15/IL-15 complex mAb (1 μg/g body weight; eBioscience, San Diego, CA) or isotype control Ab i.p.; eBioscience, San Diego, CA) or isotype control Ab i.p.; B6.12-15 protein (25 ng/g body weight i.p. once every 3 d for 9 d; eBioscience); α-galactosylceramide (α-GalCer; 2 μg i.p. once daily for 3 d; Axxora, San Diego, CA); or multilamellar liposomes containing C13MDP (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or PBS (200 μl i.p.; rIL-15 protein (25 ng/g body weight i.p. once every 3 d for 9 d; eBioscience); 10 mg/g i.p.).

Hepatic mononuclear cells (HMNCs) were isolated as previously described (12, 13). After isolation, HMNCs were labeled with surface markers CD3, CD62L, CD25, CD69, CD44, Annexin V (all from BD Biosciences) or Tim-3, CD4, CD8, NK1.1 (BD Bioscience, San Diego, CA), and NKT cells (CD3 + NK1.1−GalCer−CD1d tetramer−allophycocyanin) were obtained from the National Institutes of Health tetramer core facility. Intracellular cytokine staining was performed as previously described (17). After homogenization and centrifugation, splenocytes were labeled with anti-CD11c Ab (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). DCs (CD11c+) were isolated using the MACS isolation system (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA).

Flow cytometry analysis

For cell surface marker labeling, the single-cell suspensions were stained for different anti-mouse Abs, including CD3, CD4, CD8, NK1.1, CCR7, CD62L, CD25, CD69, CD44, Annexin V (all from BD Biosciences) or Tim-3 or CD11b (both from eBioscience), α-GalCer−CD1d tetramer−allophycocyanin was obtained from the National Institutes of Health tetramer core facility. Intracellular cytokine staining was performed as previously described (12, 13) with anti–IFN-γ, IL-4 Abs (BD Bioscience). Data were collected with a FACS Calibur (Becton Dickinson) and analyzed with FlowJo software (TreeStar).

Cell culture

For cell proliferation assay, freshly isolated HMNCs were resuspended in culture media (RPMI 1640) and seeded on 24-well microtiter plates at a density of 1 × 10⁶ cells/ml/well. After 5 h of incubation in the presence of anti-CD3 Ab (0.5 μg/ml; eBioscience) and anti-CD28 (0.5 μg/ml; eBioscience), 10 μl BrdU-labeling solution (1 mM; BD Biosciences) was added directly to each milliliter of cell culture medium and incubated for 1 h. After removing the culture medium, the BrdU−labeled cells were stained with various cell surface markers (NK1.1, CD3, CD4, Tim-3, and CD44), as described above, and analyzed using a BDU flow kit (BD Biosciences), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For Kupffer cell culture, purified Kupffer cells from two mice were pooled and placed in a 24-well cell culture plate (3 × 10⁶ cells/well) with culture media (RPMI 1640). Kupffer cells were incubated with sGal-9 (0.5 μM), α-lactose (competitive inhibitor of sGal-9; 1 mM), anti–Tim-3 mAb (20 μg/ml; eBioscience), and LPS (positive control; 5 μg/ml), either alone or in combination, for 24 h.

Real-time RT-PCR

Total liver RNA was isolated as previously described (12, 13). cDNA was synthesized from 4 μg total RNA, using High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kits (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). The primer sets for Gal-9, Tim-3, IL-4, IFN-γ, and IL-15 and housekeeping gene GAPDH were obtained commercially (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA and Sigma-Aldrich). Quantified PCR amplifications were performed using SYBR GREEN PCR Master Mix with the Prism 7900HT detection system (Applied Biosystems). Negative controls were performed without cDNA in the reaction mixture. Gene-expression levels of sample were normalized to GAPDH using ΔCT calculations.

ELISA

Total liver protein was extracted from 20 mg liver tissue using 2 ml lysis buffer (Cell Signaling) with protease inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich). The
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concentrations of IL-15 in tissue extract or culture media were measured with a mouse IL-15/IL-15R complex ELISA kit, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (eBioscience). Total protein concentrations were determined by a BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce).

**Liver histology, hepatic triglyceride content, and steatosis score**

The liver tissue was fixed in 10% formaldehyde and embedded in paraffin. Thin 10-μm slices of liver tissue were stained with H&E. Total lipids were extracted from liver tissue using the method that we described previously (13). Triglyceride content was measured with a kit, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Sigma-Aldrich). Ten 200× fields were assessed in each section, using a light microscope, and scored for the severity of steatosis according to the following criteria: grade 0 = no fat, grade 1 = fatty hepatocytes occupying <33% of the hepatic parenchyma, grade 2 = fatty hepatocytes occupying 34–66% of the hepatic parenchyma, and grade 3 = fatty hepatocytes occupying >66% of the hepatic parenchyma.

**Statistical analysis**

All values are expressed as mean ± SD. Treatment-related differences were evaluated by ANOVA. The paired individual means were compared using the Student t test. Statistical significance was set at a p value < 0.05.

**Results**

**Characterization of Tim-3+ hepatic NKT cells**

To understand Tim-3/Gal-9 regulation on NKT cells, we first examined Tim-3 expression on NKT cells. We used either CD3+ NK1.1+ (Fig. 1A) or CD1d tetramer (Fig. 1B) to identify NKT cells and found that the majority of NKT cells overlapped between these two populations. Our studies showed that 23 ± 4% of NKT cells express Tim-3 in the liver compared with 35 ± 6% in the thymus, peripheral blood, and bone marrow, respectively (Fig. 1C, 1D). Hepatic NKT cells can be further divided into CD4+ or CD4− CD8− double-negative (DN) subsets. Approximately 23 ± 4% of CD4+ NKT cells and 15 ± 7% of DN NKT cells expressed Tim-3 (Fig. 1E).

To explore whether there is a correlation between Tim-3 expression and the functional status of NKT cells, we assessed their phenotypic profiles, including activation, cytokine production, and proliferation. First, we evaluated several surface markers associated with central memory (CCR7, CD62L) and activation (CD25, CD69) among hepatic Tim-3+ or Tim-3− NKT cells. As shown in Fig. 2A, hepatic Tim-3+ NKT cells had much higher expression of CCR7 and CD62L than did Tim-3− NKT cells. In contrast, the expression of CD69 was similar and the expression of CD25 was slightly higher among hepatic Tim-3+ NKT cells compared with Tim-3− NKT cells (Fig. 2A).

NKT cells have the unique ability to produce both Th1 and Th2 cytokines, including IFN-γ and IL-4. We evaluated intracellular cytokine staining of hepatic Tim-3+ and Tim-3− NKT cells to determine the correlation between Tim-3 expression and cytokine production in NKT cells. Many more Tim-3+ NKT cells produced IL-4 compared with Tim-3− NKT cells. They were mainly from the CD4+ NKT cell subgroup, whereas DN NKT cells produced similar levels of IL-4 in the Tim-3+ and Tim-3− cells (Fig. 2B). In contrast, all groups of Tim-3+ NKT cells, including CD4+ and DN cells, produced much more IFN-γ than did groups of Tim-3− NKT cells (Fig. 2C).

α-GalCer is an exogenous Ag that causes specific activation of NKT cells. Next, we examined whether Tim-3 expression was associated with the activation of NKT cells. Freshly isolated primary hepatic NKT cells were cultured with splenic DCs that were pulsed or not with α-GalCer to evaluate the Tim-3 expression on...
NKT cells after their activation. Activation of NKT cells by α-GalCer led to a significant upregulation of Tim-3 expression (Fig. 2D). Similar results were also observed in vivo, with significantly increased expression of Tim-3 among hepatic NKT cells after α-GalCer injection (Fig. 2E). The proliferative ability of Tim-3⁺ NKT cells was also investigated. In vitro stimulation of NKT cells caused cell proliferation and incorporation of BrdU among Tim-3⁺ NKT cells but not in Tim-3⁻ NKT cells. Almost all proliferative Tim-3⁺ NKT cells were CD4⁺ NKT cells (Fig. 2F).

**Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling contributes to NKT cell apoptosis in HF diet–induced fatty liver**

Growing evidence has indicated that Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling regulates lymphocyte function by specifically inducing apoptosis (5, 18, 19). Therefore, we examined the effect of Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling on hepatic NKT cells. Isolated hepatic NKT cells were incubated with rGal-9, and NKT cell apoptosis was determined by Annexin V/7-aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD) staining. Gal-9–induced apoptosis of hepatic NKT cells was dose and time dependent (Fig. 3A, 3B) and could be blocked by α-lactose (competitive inhibitor of Gal-9) or anti–Tim-3 Ab (Fig. 3C, 3D). The effect of Gal-9 on NKT cell apoptosis was much more significant among Tim-3⁺ NKT cells than Tim-3⁻ NKT cells, suggesting the effect is via Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling (Fig. 3E). Interestingly, Gal-9 also induced apoptosis in Tim-3⁻ NKT cells (Fig. 3E). Similar results were observed in Tim-3⁺ CD4⁺ T cells (5), indicating that other pathways may be involved in Gal-9–induced lymphocyte apoptosis. We further confirmed Gal-9–induced hepatic NKT cell apoptosis in vivo by administering Gal-9 via i.p. injection (Fig. 3F).

Our previous studies showed that HF diets increase hepatic NKT cell apoptosis, leading to hepatic NKT cell depletion and local and systemic inflammation, thus contributing to insulin resistance and hepatic steatosis (12). Because Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling contributed to NKT cell apoptosis and there was a very close correlation between Tim-3 expression and the functional status of hepatic NKT cells (Figs. 2, 3), we compared Tim-3 expression on hepatic NKT cells after mice were fed a normal diet (ND) or HF diet for up to 24 wk. Similar to our previous findings, mice fed HF diet had significantly reduced hepatic NKT cell number, as well as increased hepatic NKT cell apoptosis and hepatic steatosis (data not shown). Also, Tim-3 expression on hepatic NKT cells was dramatically enhanced in mice fed HF diet (Fig. 4A, 4B). Moreover, upregulation of Tim-3 expression was closely correlated with the progression of steatosis with prolonged HF diet feeding (Fig. 4B) and previously published data (12, 13). The upregulation of Tim-3 expression on NKT cells was limited to the liver since splenic NKT cells had steady Tim-3 expression after HF diet feeding (Fig. 4C). There was also no difference in Tim-3 expression among CD4⁺ Th cells (CD3⁺CD4⁻NK1.1⁻) in the liver and the spleen after HF diet feeding (data not shown). Furthermore, there was no difference in the protein and mRNA expression of Gal-9 in the liver between mice fed HF diet or ND (data not shown).

**FIGURE 3.** Gal-9 induced Tim-3⁺ NKT cell apoptosis. Hepatic NKT cells were isolated and treated with different concentrations of Gal-9. NKT cell apoptosis assays were performed with Annexin V staining and concurrent incubation with 7-AAD. Apoptotic cells are Annexin V+/7-AAD⁻. (A) Representative dot plot of apoptosis assay of NKT cells. (B–F) Percentage of apoptotic cells among NKT cells. (B) Time and dose curve of Gal-9–induced NKT cell apoptosis. (C) Hepatic NKT cells were treated with Gal-9 or PBS in the presence or absence of anti-lactose, a Gal-9 antagonist. NKT cell apoptosis was evaluated. (D) Hepatic NKT cells were treated with Gal-9 or PBS in the presence of anti–Tim-3 Ab or isotype control. NKT cell apoptosis was evaluated. (E) Hepatic NKT cells were treated with Gal-9 or PBS. Apoptosis among Tim-3⁺ or Tim-3⁻ NKT cells was evaluated. (F) Wild-type C57BL/6 mice were treated with Gal-9 (1.2 μg/g body weight, i.p.) or PBS once every 2 d for a total of 6 d. Hepatic NKT cells were isolated, and the percentage of apoptosis was evaluated. Data are mean ± SD of five independent experiments.
In mice fed HF diet, hepatic Tim-3+ NKT cells were more prone to apoptosis than were Tim-3- NKT cells (Fig. 4D), and the majority of the apoptotic hepatic NKT cells were associated with Tim-3+ cells (Fig. 4E). In addition, Tim-3+ NKT cells had a higher baseline apoptosis rate than did Tim-3- NKT cells, even without Gal-9 induction (Fig. 3E), possibly contributing to a higher proportion of Tim-3+ NKT cells in active states (Fig. 2). The increased hepatic Tim-3+ NKT cells in mice fed HF diet were predominantly attributable to Tim-3+CD4+ NKT cells (Fig. 4F), because Tim-3+DN NKT cells remained at the same level (Fig. 4G). These results were consistent with our previous findings that HF diet–upregulated Tim-3 expression in hepatic NKT cells might contribute to increased hepatic NKT cell apoptosis and depletion.

Gal-9 regulates hepatic NKT cells through IL-15 secreted by Kupffer cells

Because hepatic NKT cells play an important role in regulating inflammation, insulin resistance, and the pathogenesis of NAFLD (12, 13), we examined the effect of activation of the Tim-3/Gal-9 signal on the regulation of hepatic NKT cells in vivo. Mice fed ND or an HF diet were given Gal-9 i.p., which had little effect on the hepatic NKT cell content in animals fed ND (data not shown). Surprisingly, Gal-9 significantly increased hepatic NKT cells in mice fed HF diet (Fig. 5A). In addition, Gal-9 treatment altered the ratio of CD4+DN NKT cells by selectively enhancing the CD4+ NKT cell population in the liver of mice fed HF diet (Fig. 5B). This was unexpected, because activation of Tim-3 signaling induced NKT cell apoptosis (Fig. 3), and HF diet increased Tim-3 expression in hepatic NKT cells (Fig. 4), which should lead to a further decline in hepatic NKT cells after Gal-9 treatment. However, it appeared that there was a significant expansion of Tim-3- NKT cells in the liver of mice fed HF diet after Gal-9 treatment (Fig. 5C). Gal-9 not only increased hepatic NKT cells, it also induced significant proliferation of hepatic NK cells and CD8+ T cells (data not shown), while CD4+ Th cells remained constant (data not shown). This provided the important clue that IL-15 may be a crucial factor mediating the effect of Gal-9 in animals fed HF diet, because abundant evidence demonstrated that the proliferation and maintenance of NKT, NK, and CD8+ T cells are highly dependent on IL-15 (20). Our previous study showed that IL-15 directly contributes to reduced NKT cells in mice with fatty liver (21). Gal-9 treatment significantly increased both mRNA and protein expression of IL-15 in the liver of mice fed HF diet (Fig. 5D, 5E). Other critical factors associated with NKT cell development, such as IL-7 and IL-21, remained the same (data not shown). Blocking IL-15 with anti–IL-15 Ab abolished Gal-9-induced hepatic NKT cell proliferation (Fig. 5F), CD4+DN NKT cell ratio reversion (Fig. 5G), and Tim-3- NKT expansion (Fig. 5H) in mice fed HF diet. Treatment of these mice with rIL-15 protein resulted in NKT cell proliferation (Fig. 5I); it also reversed the ratio of CD4+DN NKT cells (Fig. 5J) and increased Tim-3- NKT cells (Fig. 5K), further indicating that the effect of Gal-9 was mediated by IL-15.

Previous studies, including ours, indicated that Kupffer cells are a major source of IL-15 in the liver (21, 22). In the current study, we found that although Gal-9 alone did not stimulate Kupffer cells to secret more IL-15, it significantly enhanced LPS-induced IL-15 production (Fig. 6A). Our results were in agreement with previous
reports that Tim-3/Gal-9 may synergize with TLRs to influence a range of immune inflammatory reactions (3, 23). These effects could be blocked by the Gal-9 antagonist, α-lactose, or anti–Tim-3 Ab, demonstrating that the effect was mediated through Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling (Fig. 6A). To confirm Kupffer cells as the source of IL-15 induced by Gal-9, mice fed HF diet were injected i.v. with a suspension of clodronate-loaded liposomes to deplete Kupffer cells; this resulted in effective elimination of Gal-9-induced IL-15 production in the livers of HF-fed mice at both the mRNA and protein levels (Fig. 6B, 6C). Furthermore, depleting Kupffer cells also abolished Gal-9–induced NKT cell proliferation in the mice fed HF diet (Fig. 6D). In addition, Tim-3 expression was significantly elevated on Kupffer cells isolated from mice fed HF diet compared with those fed ND (Fig. 6E). Gal-9 in association with LPS caused significantly higher production of IL-15 from Kupffer cells isolated from mice fed HF diet versus ND (Fig. 6F). Taken together, these results suggest that Kupffer cells from mice fed HF diet exhibit high potency to Gal-9 stimulation due to

FIGURE 5. Gal-9 increased hepatic IL-15 expression and NKT cell proliferation in animals fed HF diet. C57BL/6 mice were fed ND or HF diet for 16 wk. Some of the mice fed HF diet also received Gal-9 (0.6 or 1.2 μg/g body weight, i.p.) every three days for the last 4 wk of feeding, with or without anti–IL-15 Ab (1 μg/g body weight, i.p.). Other mice fed HF diet received rIL-15 protein (25 ng/g body weight) once every 3 d for 9 d before sacrifice. HMNCs were isolated and stained with Abs to NK1.1, CD3, CD4, CD8, and Tim-3. Gal-9 treatment caused a significant increase in NKT cells (A), reversal of CD4+DN NKT cell ratio (B), and expansion of Tim-3+ NKT cells (C) in the liver of mice fed HF diet. Gal-9 treatment significantly increased both protein (D) and mRNA (E) expression of IL-15 in the liver of mice fed HF diet. Anti–IL-15 Ab treatment abolished Gal-9-induced NKT cell proliferation (F), reversal of CD4+DN NKT cell ratio (G), and Tim-3+ NKT cell expansion (H) in the liver of mice fed HF diet. rIL-15 protein treatment had similar effects on Gal-9 that caused NKT cell proliferation (I), reversal of CD4+DN NKT cell ratio (J), and expansion of Tim-3+ NKT cells (K) in the liver of mice fed HF diet. Results are mean ± SD of five independent experiments.
The hallmark of NKT cell functional responses to specific stimulation is their ability to rapidly and simultaneously produce large amounts of Th1 (IFN-γ) and Th2 (IL-4) cytokines. Based on their distinct expression profiles of Th1 and Th2 cytokines, NKT cells can be further divided into CD4<sup>+</sup> or CD4<sup>-</sup>CD<sup>8</sup><sup>-</sup> DN subgroups. The CD4<sup>+</sup> NKT cells produce both IFN-γ and IL-4, and the DN NKT cells produce predominantly IFN-γ (Fig. 2) (25, 26). The balance between these two NKT cell subgroups is important to initiate and regulate the Th1 and Th2 immune responses. The ratio of CD4<sup>+</sup>DN NKT cells can be used as an index for evaluating the balance and the outcome of an immune response derived from NKT cell regulation (27, 28). Previously, we showed that the depletion of NKT cells in fatty liver is mainly due to a reduction in CD4<sup>+</sup> NKT cells, which decreases the ratio of CD4<sup>+</sup>/DN NKT cells (12, 13). In the current study, we found that Tim-3<sup>+</sup> NKT cells are predominantly CD4<sup>+</sup> NKT cells (Fig. 1F). This may well explain why CD4<sup>+</sup> NKT cells are more susceptible to an increased Tim-3 expression and respond with more IL-15 production, leading to hepatic NKT cell proliferation. 

**Gal-9 treatment improves steatosis in mice fed HF diet**

Our previous studies showed that depletion of hepatic NKT cells in mice fed HF diet contributes to the pathogenesis of NAFLD. This was likely due to increased inflammation and insulin resistance caused by NKT cell depletion in the liver. Adoptive transfer of NKT cells significantly improved insulin resistance and steatosis (12, 13). In this study, we evaluated whether Gal-9–induced hepatic NKT cell proliferation in mice fed HF also improved NAFLD. As shown previously, HF diet caused a proinflammatory cytokine profile, with increased IFN-γ expression and decreased IL-4 expression (12). Gal-9 treatment significantly reversed the profile by reducing IFN-γ and increasing IL-4 (Fig. 7A, 7B). Gal-9 treatment also significantly improved HF diet–induced hepatic steatosis on histology (Fig. 7C) and reduced hepatic triglyceride contents (Fig. 7D) in a dose-dependent manner. Furthermore, Gal-9 treatment also reduced animal weight and improved obesity in animals fed HF diet (Fig. 7E). To prove that the effect of Gal-9 on diet-induced hepatic steatosis is NKT cell dependent, we treated HF-fed CD1<sup>+</sup>ko mice with Gal-9 in the same manner as wild-type mice fed HF diet. Gal-9’s effect on hepatic steatosis was greatly diminished among CD1<sup>+</sup>ko mice that lack NKT cells (Fig. 7F, 7G).

**Discussion**

Tim-3 is selectively expressed on a subset of T cells and is involved in the regulation of immunity and tolerance in vivo. Previous studies showed that Tim-3<sup>+</sup> T cells are unresponsive to stimulation, as evidenced by their inability to proliferate or to produce cytokines (6, 24). Therefore, Tim-3<sup>+</sup> T cells are identified as non-effector T cells or exhausted T cells. However, in our current study, we demonstrated that a large proportion of Tim-3<sup>+</sup> T cells in the liver are NKT cells. These Tim-3<sup>+</sup> NKT cells have the ability to proliferate and to produce more cytokines upon stimulation, suggesting that they are in a functional activated state. This distinguishes Tim-3<sup>+</sup> NKT cells from other Tim-3<sup>+</sup> T cells and may help to explain some paradoxical results on the function of Tim-3<sup>+</sup> T cells. For example, Tim-3 is thought to be expressed only on Th1 CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells (2); however, recent studies showed that some Tim-3<sup>+</sup>CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells secret IL-4, which is a Th2 marker (25). We believe that those Tim-3<sup>+</sup> IL-4–secreting cells are very likely to be CD4<sup>+</sup> NKT cells.
Gal-9–induced apoptosis; exhibit a more spontaneous apoptosis tendency, resulting from enhanced Tim-3 expression induced by HF diets; and exhibit a decreased ratio of CD4+/DN NKT cells, leading to a Th1-biased immune response. This finding may further help us to understand NKT cell subtypes and their related function.

Many studies have provided evidence that the Tim-3/Gal-9 pathway may regulate chronic inflammatory diseases, such as autoimmune hepatitis (29), multiple sclerosis (30), and inflammatory bowel disease (31). Growing evidence also indicates local chronic inflammation as the key feature of NAFLD. (32, 33), which is closely related to obesity, has emerged as a major health problem in the U.S. (34). Understanding its disease mechanisms and finding appropriate therapies will have a huge impact on public health. We previously reported that hepatic NKT cell depletion plays an important role in the pathogenesis of NAFLD (12, 13). The mechanisms of hepatic NKT cell depletion can be multiple, including dietary factors (35) and gut flora (13). In the current study, we show that Tim-3/Gal-9 play an important role in maintaining the homeostasis of hepatic NKT cells. They not only cause activation-induced apoptosis through Tim-3 expression on NKT cells but also cause activation-induced proliferation through Kupffer cells in an IL-15–dependent manner (Figs. 5, 6). Our study shows that Gal-9 can synergize with LPS to activate Kupffer cells to secrete IL-15, leading to Tim-3+ NKT cell apoptosis, limiting the inflammatory response, and avoiding destructive immunity. In the meantime, Gal-9 also interacts with Tim-3 expressed on Kupffer cells to produce IL-15 that induces the proliferation of NKT cells. These eventually lead to the homeostasis of NKT cells and balance of the local immune microenvironment. Interestingly, our

![FIGURE 7](http://www.jimmunol.org/Downloadedfrom)
study also identified Tim-3–independent, Gal-9–induced NKT cell apoptosis (Fig. 3E). Several studies showed Tim-3–independent T cell regulation by Gal-9 (5, 42, 43), indicating that other pathways may be involved in Gal-9 signaling. Currently, we do not know which pathway is involved in Tim-3–independent Gal-9 signaling in NKT cells.

In summary, we showed in this study that the Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling pathway plays a critical role in the homeostasis of hepatic NKT cells. Through activation-induced apoptosis and secondary proliferation, the Tim-3/Gal-9 signaling pathway accurately maintains a balanced local immune microenvironment in the liver. Understanding its mechanism will provide an attractive approach to experimental therapies for obesity-related fatty liver diseases.
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